Monday, June 1st, 2009

Dear Sertapak Customer:
In January of this year, I wrote to inform you that Sertapak Inc. had voluntarily filed for and
was granted protection under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act (“CCAA”) in the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice (“the Filing’).
Today, I am pleased to announce that our restructuring efforts have been successful and that
Chalmers Group (www.chalmersgroup.com) has purchased Sertapak Inc. Moving forward we
will be able to continue to satisfy your custom packaging needs as Sertapak Packaging
Corporation. Please see the attached chart, which outlines Chalmers Group and where we fit in
the new corporate family of companies.
The marriage between Sertapak and Chalmers is a good one and as a valued customer, you will
benefit from the same synergies we are excited about:
o a parent company (Chalmers) with a solid balance sheet and 17 years of profitable
operations
o a group of sister companies with complementary products, as well as additional
manufacturing processes and component supply
o a renewed commitment to manufacturing excellence through the full adoption of a TPSstyle production system
o a focus on funding product and design innovation
Sertapak will retain its key personnel and continue operations from the current facility in
Woodstock, ensuring a seamless transition to a strengthened enterprise.
Thank you for your support and patience through our re-organization and we look forward to
repaying your loyalty with a superior level of service.
To the future – together.

CJ David Nettleton
President & CEO

Sertapak Inc. Sold – 50+ jobs saved in Woodstock
WOODSTOCK, June 02. - Sertapak Inc. announced today that it has saved 50+ jobs after
successfully restructuring the firm under CCAA protection. Sertapak Packaging Corporation, a
new and wholly-owned subsidiary of Chalmers Group (www.chalmersgroup.com), will
continue to operate from the company’s Woodstock facility with existing staff and
management.
Customers will see only improvements in their usual level of service, as the company benefits
from Chalmers expertise in manufacturing and solid balance sheet.
“Sertapak is an excellent complement to our existing group, which includes operations in the
transportation, medical equipment and material handling sectors, among others,” said Mrs.
Balwinder Takhar, President & CEO of Chalmers Group. “We are committed to investing in
Sertapak and through it, in this community.”
“I am delighted that Sertapak is keeping its doors open and that so many jobs have been saved
here in Woodstock. Our people have always been the difference at Sertapak and this
tremendous group of individuals, combined with Chalmers’ strengths, will help take our
company to the next level,” said Sertapak Packaging Corporation’s President and CEO, Dave
Nettleton.
About the Company
Sertapak Packaging Corporation is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Chalmers Group. Founded (as
Sertapak Inc.) in 1982 as a wholesaler of heavy duty corrugated paper, the company has
evolved into a major supplier of custom packaging solutions for a variety of industries. As
Sertapak Packaging Corporation, the company now provides a complete range of offerings inhouse consisting of design and prototyping; an ISTA certified testing centre and specialty
manufacturing uniquely combining both steel rack fabrication and protective packaging.
Sertapak Packaging Corporation’s products include heavy duty triple wall and laminated bulk
corrugated containers, specialized hand held totes, protective dunnage, metal fabrication and
powder coating. Service offerings include design and engineering, prototype building and
testing, container maintenance/retrofitting, cross dock repackaging and container loading, and
complete program management.
For additional information about Sertapak Packaging Corporation, please visit our web site at
www.sertapak.com or contact CJ David Nettleton, President & CEO, at 519-539-3330.
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